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3.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES

The students are going to be aware of the theoretical basis of Postmodern museography, compared to the Modern one.-

The students are going to be aware of the main strategies now in use in order to break the barriers with the public in 

museums.

-
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4. OBJECTIVES

- To approach museums from their practical issues, looking to a profesional gateway.

- To present two traditionally different ways of managing objects : a Mediterranean one and an Anglosaxon one.

- To be familiar with recent critical practises, both indoor and outdoor.

- To analyse different case studies in town.

- To interprete our daily reality in a critical way, using newspaper articles as historical ressources.

6. COURSE ORGANIZATION

CONTENTS

1 0. Introduction: How and Why.

2 1. Nominal Museography.

Mediterranean countries, following a French tradition used to understand objects as ends in their own, only to be 

classified, protected and exhibited.

3 2. Verbal Museography. Anglo-Saxon countries have usually understud objects as a mean to tell stories.

4 3. Critical Museography. Posmodernity implies critique and deconstruction of traditional structures, as the museum. 

This idea will show up particularly on every theme.

5 4. Creative Museography. Artists and stage designers are increasingly involved in exhibition projects.

6 5. Education and Communication. Different educational and communicative strategies are compared through three 

Spanish museums' web sites.

%

7. ASSESSMENT METHODS AND CRITERIA

Description Type Final Eval. Reassessment

Regular attendance to the course  25,00 Others No Yes

Involvement in class activities and debates.  35,00 Others No Yes

Final individual work  40,00 Work No Yes

 100,00 TOTAL

Observations

Almost every material used in class is available through the Internet (Moodle).

Observations for part-time students

Justified absences would be compensated by the means of writting a review on the topics explained in the classroom or 

laboratory when the absence took place.
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